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		Best Online Casinos in India

		
		
			On this website, visitors can learn about all the aspects of online gambling in India. The project is designed to highlight not only basic things but also information revealed via the research by local gambling experts. First of all, you will learn about local regulations, iGaming licences, and the ways to pick safe online casinos in India.


In addition, the site will display all the games available at Indian casinos as well as the rules and strategies. You will find information about online slots, classic tables, such as roulette, blackjack, or video poker, and desi games like Andar Bahar and Teen Patti to please Indians. These games are provided by Endorphina, BGaming, Foxium, Playson, and other top providers, so both the library size and the quality will make you happy.


And the main thing this site highlights is the list of the best Indian online casinos. These are top operators aimed at Indian players who hunt for jackpots, enjoy great games or want to claim pleasant bonuses. The recommended sites are secured and proven, and the reviews attached will let you learn everything about the operator before you sign up. High roller casinos for heavy bettors are also given proper attention in this gambling hub.

		

	
	
			
		
			
				
					Mejor casinos online APRIL 2024				

							

				Casino	Welcome Offer	Rating	Bonus	Visit
	Our choise

	1	[image: Valor]Valor Review	Get up to ₹292,500 on the first four deposits!	
	₹292,500[image: Players from US welcome]	Play now!
	2	[image: 22 Bet]22 Bet Review	Get ₹25,000 on the first deposit!	
	₹25,000[image: Players from US welcome]	Play now!
	UPI option

	3	[image: PinUp]PinUp Review	Up to ₹25,000 on the initial deposit!	
	₹25,000[image: Players from US welcome]	Play now!
	4	[image: 1xbet]1xbet Review	Redeem up to ₹130,000 on four deposits!	
	 ₹130,000[image: Players from US welcome]	Play now!
	PayTM & UPI option

	5	[image: BC Game]BC Game Review	Up to ₹18,130,000 bonus on four initial deposits!	
	₹18,130,000[image: Players from US welcome]	Play now!
	PayTM & UPI option

	6	[image: Betwinner]Betwinner Review	Redeem up to ₹127,000 on the initial four deposits!	
	₹127,000[image: Players from US welcome]	Play now!
	UPI option

	7	[image: 1win]1win Review	Get up to ₹98,000 on your first deposit!	
	₹98,000[image: Players from US welcome]	Play now!
	8	[image: Zodiacbet]Zodiacbet Review	Get up to ₹82,000 on four deposits!	
	₹82,000[image: Players from US welcome]	Play now!
	9	[image: Tonybet]Tonybet Review	Claim up to ₹19,000 on two initial deposits!	
	₹19,000[image: Players from US welcome]	Play now!
	10	[image: Casino Days]Casino Days Review	₹100,000 total welcome bonus package	
	₹100,000[image: Players from US welcome]	Play now!
	11	[image: Jackpot City]Jackpot City Review	Claim up to ₹120,000  on your first four deposits!	
	₹120,000[image: Players from US welcome]	Play now!
	12	[image: Spin Casino]Spin Casino Review	Up to ₹100,000 on your first 3 deposits	
	₹100,000[image: Players from US welcome]	Play now!
	13	[image: Lucky Days]Lucky Days Review	Get ₹60,000 on first 3 deposits!	
	₹60,000[image: Players from US welcome]	Play now!
	14	[image: National Casino]National Casino Review	Up to $300 on first 2 deposits	
	$300[image: Players from US welcome]	Play now!
	Huge crypto bonus

	15	[image: Punt casino]Punt casino Review	Up to 3 BTC welcome bonus!	
	3 BTC[image: Players from US welcome]	Play now!
	PayTM option

	16	[image: Sportaza]Sportaza Review	Claim up to ₹40,000 on your first deposit!	
	₹40,000[image: Players from US welcome]	Play now!
	PayTM option

	17	[image: Slottica]Slottica Review	Claim up to 200% bonus on your first deposit!	
	200%[image: Players from US welcome]	Play now!
	18	[image: Bitkingz]Bitkingz Review	Get up to ₹255,000 on your first three deposits!	
	₹255,000[image: Players from US welcome]	Play now!
	PayTM option

	19	[image: Jeetcity]Jeetcity Review	Redeem up to ₹220,000 on your three deposits!	
	₹220,000[image: Players from US welcome]	Play now!
	20	[image: Megapari]Megapari Review	Claim up to ₹126,000 on four initial deposits!	
	₹126,000[image: Players from US welcome]	Play now!
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			❤️️ Top rated Indian casino:	22Bet
	🎰 Best casino to play slots:	National Casino
	✅ Most trusted casino:	Jackpot City
	💰 Best match bonus offer:	Spin Casino


	

	
	
	
		
			How we rate online casinos

		

		
				
					Casino reputation

					When a new gambling project is launched, it doesn't remain unnoticed by players. This way, our experts can track how responsive a certain casino is in terms of payouts, complaints from Indian players to be solved, and more. If the casino isn't new, it's easy to monitor gambling forums to find out this. And new casino brands are checked by learning more about the owner, its licences, etc.

				
	
					iGaming licensing

					The fact, which proves that a casino is safe and regulated, is connected with corresponding licences, so our experts check whether they are obtained and valid. The certificates in this list are MGA, UKGC, Curacao, and others. Sometimes, an operator can hold several licences, which speaks for a more serious control. The separate Indian licence for online gambling is absent.

				
	
					Design, interface

					What makes online casinos convenient and accessible? That's right, a good interface is a must for such sites. And to understand whether it's good, it's necessary to answer several questions. Are there smart filters to search for games by names or options? Is the design pleasant to the eye? Is the support widget easy to find? If the answers are ‘yes', then it's a good way to go, so it's taken into account to provide the ranking for Indians.

				
	
					Payment methods

					First of all, our experts analyse the range of payment methods available for the Indian gambling audience. These can be cryptocurrency, INB, EntroPay, MuchBetter, Zimpler, and more. The other aspects involved are the processing time for withdrawals, fees applied, and the cashout limits, including the minimum and the maximum, as well as an opportunity to increase withdrawal limits for VIPs.

				
	
					Withdrawal speed

					The faster Indian players get their winnings withdrawn, the higher the online casino's position is in our rating. Of course, some payment methods, such as bank cards, require more time to cash out, but when an operator has its payment department available 24/7 and the requests are processed within several hours, it's great. Before recommending a casino, our experts check the actual payout times themselves.

				
	
					Games on offer

					Why do Indians come to online gambling sites? Of course, for pure entertainment. And top online casino games can give this. It's essential for the library to contain not only online slots but also table games, including blackjack, roulette, baccarat, and more. Plus, there should be some desi games, including Teen Patti, Andar Bahar, and Ludo appreciated by Indians. The same is with top providers.

				
	
					Customer support

					Indian gamblers can rest assured as long as the online betting casinos they visit are equipped with a good range of ways to get in touch. It's important for the operator to provide alternative methods as, for example, a player can have problems with the official website to access a live chat. A good advantage is when the chat is 24/7, and when there is a phone number to boot, that's awesome. Not to mention FAQs.

				
	
					Bonus program

					In addition to standard deposits, Indians can get some more funds or free spins in the form of bonuses. And when they are both large and easy to claim, this online casino is worth your time. You can find welcome packages, free spins, VIP rewards, cashback, and more. Here, you can also get information about exclusive promotions if any. Just don't forget to check wagering requirements to effortlessly withdraw the bonus.

				
	
					Mobile optimisation

					The more ways to access an Indian online casino, the better for gamblers. And in addition to the desktop version, Indians can enjoy the same games and options on mobiles. To be more specific, these can be smartphones, tablets, and other devices powered by iOS and Android. The duty of our experts is to check how responsive the online casinos are on different operating systems and how well they are adjusted to small screens.

				


		

	
	
		
			Play online casino games and win

		

		
			
				1
					Select a reliable online casino

				

				All the advantages of online gambling won't be beneficial if you pick a wrong online casino, and vice versa. A decent casino online in India guarantees that you can feel free to share your personal details and rely on fair payouts. The Indians can either analyse the market themselves or rely on the research of our experts as the rating of the best ones has been prepared.

			

			
				2
					Get registered

				

				The range of options for full-fledged players is much wider, so you need to sign up to access them. It takes up to several minutes as you just need to visit the official site and fill in the registration form (first name, full name, contact details, address, password, currency, and more). Additionally, it's recommended to verify your personal details and email at once.

			

			
				3
					Make a deposit

				

				For your real money casino games and bonuses, you need to make a deposit. Here in India, online casino players can opt for Neteller, EntroPay, Paypal, credit cards, cryptocurrency, and more reliable options. If you've picked an Indian casino from our rating, the transactions will be safe, just keep in mind the limits and fees if any.

			

			
				4
					Enjoy playing

				

				Once the preparation steps are done, it's time to explore the catalogue of your operator. Do you like making spins on slots? Or, maybe, some table games like roulette or blackjack? At any rate, a boatload of top games, including specific ones like Andar Bahar, are waiting for you to place a bet and click on the start button. And don't forget to activate bonuses to access even more games!

			

			
				5
					Withdraw your winnings

				

				When your real money games bring you winnings, you can withdraw them once the amount meets the casino's limit and your account is verified, so it is recommended to take care of this beforehand. To process your cashout, log in, head over to the page with payment methods, pick the preferred one, and get familiar with the conditions (limits, fees, withdrawal times) before confirming the payment.

			

		

	
	
	

	
		
			Online casino bonuses

		

		
			Bonuses are beneficial not only for players but also for Indian online casinos. Of course, players enjoy them for getting an opportunity to double or even triple a deposit or get any other perks. And as these bonuses need to be wagered, you make deposits, which is beneficial for operators, on the other hand. This way, an Indian player gets some rewards, while casinos gain the trust of loyal customers. In addition to the welcome package, you will find regular bonuses, cashback, and tournaments. Besides, there is a good opportunity to upgrade your account if you play regularly. Play a lot and collect loyalty points to achieve new levels, receive more rewards, and get more opportunities, such as a personal manager and increased withdrawal limits. In other words, stay tuned and we will tell you everything about bonuses for Indian gamblers, displaying the ones you can get for registration or on a regular basis!

				
					Welcome package

					When joining a new online casino in India, you will get familiar not only with its games but also its bonuses. And the best way to explore the promotional program is to estimate a welcome offer. Mostly, it's a package of both a match bonus and free spins, and the average wagering requirements stand at 40x. Before you activate it, check some more conditions, including the minimum deposit, expiry date, max bet while wagering, and more.

					Read more

				
	
					Reload bonuses

					These are regular bonuses based on deposits you make and the percentage determined for a particular promotion. For example, 75% up to ₹8000 on Fridays. If the bonus is sticky, this means that you can't withdraw it, but can cash out the winnings from this bonus. As for the playthrough terms for reload offers, they vary from casino to casino and stand at about 35x to 40x. They can also be connected with free spins provided as a pack.

					Read more

				
	
					Free spins

					Very often, free spins are added to a welcome or regular match bonus. Once you get them, the operator allows you to make a determined number of spins with no paying for this, though the winnings are real and can be withdrawn. The bet for such spins is limited, as well as the maximum winning amount, so make sure to check these details. The spins are usually provided for a particular slot and the winnings are wagered then.

					Read more

				
	
					No-deposit offers

					Also known as NDB, these Indian online casino bonuses are perfect for those who want to get some promos with no risks. Of course, the amount of such bonuses can't be compared with other ones as NDBs are much smaller. For example, 10 free spins for your mobile verification. The good news is that you don't take risks or wager anything if these spins are non-winning. And the wager for these bonuses is usually higher, standing at about 50x to 70x.

					Read more

				
	
					Cashback

					If the fortune is not on your side, don't get upset as Indian online casinos are here to get you covered. At most casinos, players can get cashback for the net losses. Mainly, cashback for slots and table games is different or tables are excluded. The percentage is different and can also be higher for VIP players. On average, it's 10% to 20%. Remember to check the limits (both min and max) and the wager, which is usually 3x to 10x for cashback bonuses.

				
	
					Tournaments & lotteries

					Perhaps, they are not the bonuses you used to claim before, but tournaments are just as engaging and beneficial. You participate by playing the involved games for real money, and if you collect enough points (usually, they are counted in accordance with the amount you wager), you get prizes from the pool or physical rewards like cars, mobile phones, etc. At some online casinos in India, for deposits, you can get lottery tickets to try to get some more rewards.

				


			
		

	

	
		
			Payment methods

		

		
			When you've found the best casino in India online, it's time to try out its opportunities. And the step required to test all the options is depositing. Once it's done, you can try out real money gameplay, check bonuses, and process withdrawals afterward. Fortunately, all these aspects are covered on this website, and Indians are welcome to access the most reliable payment services for both deposits and withdrawals. Among them, you can find local methods, such as IMPS or INB, and international ones, including Visa, Mastercard, Neteller, Skrill, and more. These services are all safe, as well as the recommended Indian casinos where you can make these payments. Moreover, the transactions are easy to process, so you can forget about long forms to fill in or loads of confirmations. Just enjoy smooth payments.

				
					[image: AstroPay]
					AstroPay

					
					A convenient way to make online transactions is AstroPay, a method launched in 2009, providing its services worldwide. Mikael Lijtenstein is the company's CEO. The service supports gift cards and an e-wallet. Both ways are good for depositing at Indian online casinos. On average, the deposit limits stand at ₹800 to ₹400,000. The service has a convenient site and an app as well.

					Read More
				
	
					[image: Cryptocurrency]
					Cryptocurrency

					
					This is the ultimate approach to making payments. Players need to create a crypto wallet by getting registered on corresponding services, installing a wallet on a device, or getting the hardware wallet. The currencies accepted in India are BTC, ETH, LTC, and more. Such online casino payments don't have upper limits normally, and the payments can remain anonymous.

					Read More
				
	
					[image: ecoPayz]
					ecoPayz

					As ecoPayz was established in 2000, it's known as one of the oldest digital wallets in the world. It supports over 45 currencies, including INR. It is regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). After registration, users get a digital wallet, which can be topped up via different methods and the funds can be spent at Indian online casinos.

				
	
					[image: EntroPay]
					EntroPay

					Being a wholly-owned subsidiary of Ixaris Group Holdings Limited, EntroPay was launched in 2000 and used to be a virtual version of the Visa credit card. Since 2019, the service isn't available. When the service was on the market, users could provide their personal details and get a virtual card within several minutes.

				
	
					[image: Google Pay (GPay)]
					Google Pay

					
					Known as Android Pay till 2018, it's a payment solution released in 2011 by Google. That's why it's available on Android smartphones and tablets. In 2022, the companion app Google Wallet was launched. In a nutshell, your bank card is connected to the service, which allows you to make instant deposits without typing in the details each time.

					Read More
				
	
					[image: IMPS (Immediate Payment Service)]
					IMPS

					Immediate Payment Service is a local Indian service launched in 2010. Via IMPS, the funds can be transferred 24/7. IMPS stands for inter-bank transfers processed via mobile phones. It's based on the National Financial Switch network and there are 53 banks involved for now across the country.

				
	
					[image: INB (Indian NetBanking)]
					Indian NetBanking

					Indian Bank was established in 1907, and INB is an opportunity to control the bank account online, making different operations like accessing the account's summary or opting for online shopping. It's also true for online gambling. And from 2020, Allahabad Bank is also a part of the Indian Bank.

				
	
					[image: Mastercard]
					Mastercard

					
					In 1966, one of the oldest and most reliable payment solutions was established. This bank card is supported by a wide range of trustworthy local banks, including Citibank, Axis, and others. The transactions you can access are both deposits and cashouts, and the only drawback is the fact that you need up to several business days to process a withdrawal. Yet, it's a safe method Indians can rely on.

					Read More
				
	
					[image: MuchBetter]
					MuchBetter

					
					Here comes an app-based online wallet aimed at payments in the industry of online shopping and casino games. It was launched in 2016 and the things which make MuchBetter stand out include the Touch ID security option and the dynamic CVV code. The option is friendly to online gambling, covering deposits and withdrawals.

					Read More
				
	
					[image: Neteller]
					Neteller

					
					If you prefer smart and quick payments, be it gambling or whatever else, don't pass by Neteller. It's a trustworthy payment option launched in 1999. Today, it's operated by the British Paysafe Group and is known as one of the most convenient ways to get instant withdrawals, as well as deposits. In most cases, the fees at online casinos are absent.

					Read More
				
	
					[image: Payeer]
					Payeer

					
					This is a single service, which can be used for all types of transactions as it works with several fiat currencies and crypto. Users can either exchange funds or make different transactions, including gambling payments. It deals with over 25 international payment methods, so you are welcome to use this advantage at Indian online casinos!

					Read More
				
	
					[image: Paypal]
					Paypal

					Another well-trusted payment service is Paypal, which was established in 1998 and is friendly to gambling transactions, including the ones processed in India. When you sign up to the service, you create a wallet, which can be connected with your bank cards or other methods to top it up. With Paypal, fast deposits and withdrawals at Indian casinos online are guaranteed.

					Read More
				
	
					[image: Paysafecard]
					Paysafecard

					
					In 2000, paysafecard was launched to let users buy prepaid cards and make both anonymous and instant transactions with no payment details required. Today, it belongs to Paysafe Group. Indians can purchase vouchers worth ₹100, ₹200, ₹500, ₹1000, ₹2000, and ₹5000. You use a 16-digit code to make transactions. But the option isn't available for cashouts.

					Read More
				
	
					[image: Paytm]
					Paytm

					
					Also known as ‘pay through mobile', this service is operating in India to cover the needs of local gamblers. It's a local company founded by Vijay Shekhar Sharma in 2000. The service is built on UPI transfers. When you want to deposit, click Net Banking in your selected online casino, and once redirected to your bank, open Paytm to locate your UPI ID, which should be pasted to your mobile bank then.

					Read More
				
	
					[image: Rupay]
					Rupay

					For now, it's time to take a look at another local payment solution in India. Rupay was launched by the National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI) in 2012. It's connected with all local banks and in 2020, about 60.3 crores have been provided to users by over 1000 banks. The option is used by loads of locals to make online casino transactions.

				
	
					[image: Skrill]
					Skrill

					
					Being similar to Neteller, this digital wallet was also established over 2 decades ago. In 2001, it was launched in London, and today, it belongs to the Paysafe Group. The wallet supports over 50 currencies, including INR. Both fast and safe transactions are true for deposits and withdrawals at Indian casinos online. But in some cases, bonuses can't be activated this way, so check this information.

					Read More
				
	
					[image: UPI]
					UPI

					
					One more solution from the National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI) is UPI or Unified Payments Interface. It's regulated by RBI (Reserve Bank of India) and the concept is in transferring funds between two bank accounts via a mobile platform. By the beginning of 2022, over 300 banks have supported the solution. To make such payments, you need a UPI-enabled PSP app and UPI ID or VPA (Virtual Payment Address).

				Read More
				
	
					[image: Visa]
					Visa

					
					Launched in the US in 1958, this payment method quickly won the hearts of users globally, and the Indian gambling market is no exception. It's hard to find a local online casino, which doesn't accept this credit card, and players are welcome to process both deposits and withdrawals this way. Just consider that withdrawals take longer and may be associated with fees.

					Read More
				
	
					[image: Zimpler]
					Zimpler

					
					The following solution was launched in Gothenburg, Sweden in 2012. It's an e-wallet, which is used by over 112,000 users. It's licensed by the Payment Institution and is working in accordance with the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority standards. The wallet is used for quick transactions in both ways.

					Read More
				


		

	

	
		
			Online casino rules

		

		
			When you sign up to an Indian casino online, you need to tick that you've read the terms and accept them. And as the page with these terms is really large, some players agree with the T&Cs without learning the details. This approach doesn't allow gamblers to find out essential details, such as the cases when an account can be closed, the things which are prohibited on the site, the aspects connected with withdrawals, privacy policy, general bonus terms, and more. Below, you will find the most essential ones explained. Make sure to check the below paragraphs in the chosen online casino in India before or when getting registered.


				
					General T&Cs

					This is the basic page with rules, which includes the most crucial details and describes the casino's activity in general. Here, you can find the casino's owner, the type of obtained licence, general deposit and withdrawal rules (eg. limits, currencies, turnover), AML policy, refund policy, and more. In most cases, the T&Cs are divided into blocks.

				
	
					Privacy policy

					The best casino online in India guarantees that your personal data is kept safe and isn't provided to third parties unless it's necessary to solve any issue and it's required to share these details with corresponding experts. In this block, you can learn how an operator protects these details and things like data collection, data retention, use of cookies, etc.

				
	
					Withdrawal policy

					The processes connected with real money need to be double-checked, and withdrawals are thoroughly controlled. The main provisions you can find in the terms include the processing time, accepted methods, cashout limits, fees, withdrawal times per method, and more. Besides, you need to pay attention to KYC (Know Your Customer) and find out what withdrawal amounts require verification.

				
	
					Bonus terms

					As the bonuses you get at casinos online in India require activation and wagering, there is a range of Bonus Terms, including the general ones, and specific conditions for certain promos as well. These terms are the minimum deposit, the maximum bonus, wager, game contribution while wagering, max bet with a bonus active, list of excluded games, qualifying payments to activate match bonuses, and more.

				


		

	

	
		
			Tips and winnings strategies

		

		
			The most essential thing you need to remember about online casino gambling in India is that this entertainment is fully random, which doesn't allow players to predict the results, influence them, or avoid the house edge. It's also proved mathematically as even the highest RTP still can't stand at 100%, so players lose in the long run. That's why different ‘100% winning strategies' are provided by scammers and you need to avoid such tips and sources where they are provided. However, there is an alternative way to improve things. It is connected with certain strategies for tables and an understanding of the gambling industry in general. Here, you can take a look at the most helpful tips:

				Explore game rules to find out all the details (odds, different kinds of bets and their probabilities for tables, paytable and bonuses for slots, etc.)
	Check the Return to Player percentage of the picked games. If we aren't talking about progressive jackpot games (and if you aren't a jackpot hunter, be careful with them), the RTP should stand at 95% or greater
	If you've got a bonus, be attentive to all its terms, especially the game contribution and accepted bet limits as a mistake can lead to the bonus being lost
	When it comes to bets on table games, try to avoid side bets as their odds are significantly lower
	Play responsibly and remember that the house always wins in the long run, so you take risks each time you place a real money bet, though each one can be rewarding


		

	

	
		
			Mobile casinos

		

		
			
				Android
				Apple iPhone
				Apple iPad
			

			
				
					All modern iGaming providers make sure that their software is built on HTML5, so the games for real money can be played on small screens. Then here you are to use your Android to play in a casino online.The design of casino sites is just as responsive, so you will hardly notice it differs from a standard desktop version in many respects. And you don’t need to install anything on your mobile or tablet as just in a few taps, your browser can turn into a virtual gambling hall.

					 Read more 

				

				
					iPhone owners are also welcome to enjoy gambling in India on the go. Thanks to HTML5 and the efforts operators make for their sites to be mobile-optimised, Indians can play in an online casino on iPhones. It’s enough to open the browser and visit the casino’s official site. If you have an account, just log in. And those who aren’t registered yet can do it on their iPhones. Once it’s done, you can make payments, activate bonuses, and enjoy thousands of games for real money. The support chat and all the other options of the casino are also available. Check whether your device is connected to the web and here you are!

					 Read more 

				

				
					There are no limits for Apple users when it comes to gambling. That's why Indian online casinos are compatible with iPads and make the iGaming experience perfect on such devices, be it real money gameplay, payments, bonuses, tournaments, registration, or any other activity. And you don't need to visit the AppStore trying to install additional software, so don't care about free space on your iPad or whatever else. Just turn on the gadget, check Wi-Fi or mobile Internet, and visit an Indian online casino you like on the browser!

					 Read more 

				

			

		

	
	
	
		
			Popular slots

		

		
			Perhaps, the easiest games to find at the best online casinos in India are online slots. These are the virtual versions of old-school machines, which were available in the gambling halls. Today, they are significantly upgraded, and in addition to classic slots with fruits on the 3 or 5 reels, Indians can access more unusual mechanics, including Megaways, Infinity Reels, clusters, and more. As for the concept of online slots, they display thematic symbols on their reels, and these symbols provide payments once being landed on a winning line. On average, Indian online casinos have thousands of slots of different themes and options, and you can often access filters to search for these games by name or certain parameters. In addition to the basic game, you will appreciate numerous bonuses, such as free spins, expanding Wilds, and more.

			

		

		

	
		
			Best online casino software providers

		

		
			The games you can see at top online casinos in India aren't provided by casino operators themselves. A casino provides its services, displaying available games, and these games are developed by iGaming providers, the companies that produce different slots and table games, and even run land-based studios for live streams. The most popular providers you can meet in India are NetEnt, Microgaming, Play'n GO, Big Time Gaming, Pragmatic Play, Evolution, and Red Tiger to name a few. These are all reputable brands with corresponding licences and certificates, which prove that the software is RNG-tested. When navigating across the casino's site, you can often notice the list of providers in the footer, as well as the filter to sort the games by supplier. Each of these brands makes sure to develop new titles from time to time, and operators usually mark these games as New. With such a list of reliable brands, you are bound to be entertained!

			NetEnt

			Being one of the world leaders when it comes to gambling, NetEnt has been producing online casino solutions for over two decades. The company was established in 1996 in Stockholm, Sweden and it is adored by gamblers for record-breaking games, such as Starburst, Gonzo's Quest, Dead or Alive, and more. Many of these games have new versions, such as Starburst XXXtreme released in 2021. As the provider has loads of licences, including UKGC, MGA, and eCOGRA, these games are safe. The catalogue consists of 300+ titles, and a range of these games are connected to the provider's jackpot system.

			 Read more 


			Microgaming

			Here comes another giant, which is bound to entertain Indians. The company started working in 1994. For now, its catalogue features over 500 games, including hundreds of slots, some of which are classic, and some table games, including French Roulette, Deuces Wild, Jacks or Better, and more. You will also enjoy the jackpot systems of this brand, including Mega Moolah and Wowpot. The biggest win of the Mega Moolah jackpot was $20,059,287 and the provider keeps on surprising players.

			 Read more 


			Play'n GO

			In 1997, Play'n GO was launched as a small company in Sweden, which managed to grow massively, delivering a library of over 300 games today. The most popular slots Indians will appreciate are Book of Dead, Rise of Merlin, Fire Joker, and Gigantoonz. As the game themed around books managed to succeed, the provider keeps on producing different analogs, including Legacy of Dead, Scroll of Dead, Golden Osiris, and more. Besides, it is known for its omni-channel technology and a lot of licences.

			 Read more 


			Betsoft

			If you like providers which combine both table games and online slots don't miss Betsoft. It's a company launched in 2006 and you will find over 200 games in its portfolio for now. This provider holds a lot of awards, including G2E Asia 2018/2019 and 5 Star RNG Casino Supplier of the Year 2021. If you want to try out Betsoft slots, don't miss Mystic Hive and Return to Paris. As for table games, the provider can offer 21 Burn Blackjack, Deuces Wild, and Baccarat.


			Pragmatic Play

			This provider is also one of the favourites among Indian gamblers. Thanks to its bold ideas and great facilities, the company can provide top-tier slots (eg. Gates of Olympus, Sweet Bonanza, and The Dog House) with thrilling bonus features, as well as Live video games and shows (eg. Sweet Bonanza CandyLand, Mega Roulette, One Blackjack). Pragmatic has nearly 400 games for now and it's not going to stop. And try out their Drops & Wins events with massive, regular prizes!

			 Read more 


			Red Tiger

			Launched by a group of gambling veterans in 2014, Red Tiger quickly entered the gambling market with a focus on Europe and Asia. It has four licences, including UKGC, and numerous awards, including EGR B2B Mobile Gaming Software Supplier 2020. Its 240+ games are hot when it comes to both slots and tables. So don't miss Legend of Athena, 10,001 Nights Megaways, and other slots, as well as Blackjack, European Roulette, and Baccarat. By the way, in September 2021, Red Tiger launched NFT Megaways, the world's first NFT-based slot.

			 Read more 


			Evolution

			If we are talking about live games, a catalogue won't be full without Evolution as a record holder, which works only on titles powered by dealers. In 2006, it entered the gambling market with a concept of delivering only live games, and by 2022, it managed to get loads of licences, open studios in different locations, and acquire large brands like NetEnt and Red Tiger. If you want to try out the titles from Evolution, don't pass by Crazy Time, Lightning Roulette, Monopoly Live, and much more.

			 Read more 

		

	
		
	
		
			Online casino table games

		

		
			
				Blackjack
				Roulette
				
				
			

			
				
					The best online casinos in India can't go without well-known table games, including blackjack. The game is enjoyed for its long history, understandable rules, and a high RTP, which can come up to 99.5%. When being dealt the first 2 cards, a player can either hit (get another card), or stand, though there are additional options like splitting or doubling down as well. The concept is to get a hand with a higher value than the dealer's, but not over 21. The payouts can slightly vary as the catalogue of online blackjack games in India is large.

					 Read more 

				

				
					Another table game popular in India is the game of pure luck. Here, gamblers will appreciate a wide range of bets. As for the types of betting, you can bet on a certain number, colour, odds or evens, dozens, columns, corners, six lines, etc. On average, the RTP can vary from 94.76% to 98.65%. The bet range is also different, and the tables for high rollers can have a maximum of over ₹500,000. The most popular types are European, American, and French roulette.

					 Read more 

				

				
				
			

		

		
							
				Teen Patti
				Andar Bahar
				Ludo
			

			
				
					The game's name means ‘three cards', so it's a card game that came from India and is popular in South Asia. It has certain elements from poker and is also known as flash or flush. Being known as a social game played during Diwali, it's also a popular casino game where Indians need to form a winning hand of 3 cards (Trail or Set, Pure Sequence, Sequence, Colour, Pair, High Card). Here, Aces are the highest, and twos are the lowest.

					 Read more 
					
				

				
					Here is another table game for locals as it originates in Bengaluru and is popular among Indians. The winnings on the game are entirely based on luck. The game begins once the dealer shuffles the deck and reveals the Joker card (middle card based between Andar and Bahar spots). Players place bets predicting the set of boxes where the Joker card lands – Andar (inside) or Bahar (outside). The deck moves from one side to another until the Joker card hits, determining the winning side.

					 Read more 
						
				

				
					This table game also came from India, being invented by the Mughal emperors. It's also known as Pachisi and is based on the dice moving your pawns. Your goal is to move all your 4 pawns around the board and put them to the centre or home. You determine the bet per roll and you need to roll out 4 or 6 to start your pawns moving. In some variations, you can meet barriers and captures on your way.

					 Read more 
										
				

			

		

	

				
							Online casinos FAQ

									
						1️⃣ How do online casinos work?
 

						

						An online casino in India is a site where players can access online slots and different table games for real money. After registration, gamblers get an account, which displays the balance and transaction history. Besides, Indians can get online casino bonuses and view their statuses to find out how much is left to wager.



					

									
						2️⃣ Are casinos online rigged?
 

						

						If we are talking about the best Indian online casinos, they are always fair. Of course, you may come across some shady operators, which are dishonest and can not only steal the money but also cause the personal data leak. That's why our rating is helpful and will let Indians avoid scammers, enjoying safe and fair games.



					

									
						3️⃣ Is gambling online safe?
 

						

						Fortunately, players who pick fair operators from our top list can rely on total safety, avoiding fraud and problems connected with a personal data leak. These advantages translate into safe real money games, but keep in mind that the games can be non-winning and you still take risks.



					

									
						4️⃣ Can I win real money in online casinos?
 

						

						Yes, once you access an online casino in Indian rupees, you can make a deposit after getting registered and use these funds for real bets. Besides, Indians can withdraw real winnings.



					

									
						5️⃣ What is a casino bonus?
 

						

						Online casino operators activate promotional programs to please loyal and existing players, and this approach allows online casinos in India to get regular customers who deposit a lot. These bonuses are casino presents, which are given in the form of match offers, free spins, cashback, and more. The same is with tournaments and VIP offers. 



					

									
						6️⃣ How to make a deposit to or withdraw from an online casino?
 

						

						Indians are free to use a wide range of payment methods, including Visa, Mastercard, cryptocurrency, Skrill, Neteller, prepaid vouchers, and more. On average, the limit per deposit transaction is ₹800 to ₹400,000, but you always need to check the limits at your casino. The same is with withdrawals. And the other aspects to mention are the processing time and fees.



					

									
						7️⃣ What is the best online casino game to play?
 

						

						As the gambling industry in India is rich in different games, players here are spoilt for choice. These are online slots, blackjack, roulette, video poker, etc. The variations of these games are different, and you will find not only worldwide famous games but also specific Indian ones, including Teen Patti, Andar Bahar, and Ludo. Most of them are available with live dealers and in a standard version.



					

									
						8️⃣ What are online casino payout percentages like?
 

						

						This parameter is determined by providers and for each game you find. On average, online slots have an RTP of 94% to 97% (but progressive jackpots have less), and table games can offer some better payouts, especially blackjack and video poker as some of these titles have an RTP of up to 99.5% or even more. In some cases, you can check the RTP of a current game in its menu.



					

								


			
	
	
		
			Latest casino reviews

		

		
				Valor
	BC.Game
	SlotV
	VoodooDreams
	NYspins
	LuckyNiki
	Hello
	Betwinner
	1xBet
	Pin Up
	Tonybet
	Zodiac Bet
	Casilando
	Megapari
	Jeetcity
	1Win
	Slottica
	Sportaza


		

	
	
	
	
		
			Gambling awareness and responsible gambling

		

		
			When you visit an Indian casino, play online responsibly as gambling is about taking risks and some players can face a gambling addiction. When a player is affected by this problem, this means that they can't control the stakes and spend more money than planned. The consequences of such a problem are large amounts lost, debts, depression, and more. This is also called compulsive gambling and operators do their best to help players avoid this experience.

			To predict gambling addiction, it's necessary to take certain precautionary measures, including determining the bankroll and the time to spend at an online casino. Most Indian online casinos are also equipped with certain tools to control gambling, including deposit and loss limits, as well as the option of self-exclusion if you feel that it's time to take a break. Besides, there are special tests for gamblers to determine whether their gambling addiction takes place and how serious it is.

			If the situation is out of control, it's also worth getting help from professional organisations aimed at compulsive gamblers. These are either local or international help centres:

			Besides, you can opt for one of the following Indian gambling helplines:

		

	

	
		
			Regulations in Indian iGaming industry

		

		
			When working on the rating here, our experts analyse the market of online casinos, review the best ones, and take into account local regulations. As gambling is a state-regulated subject in India, the laws may vary from territory to territory. Today, legal land-based casinos in India are operating in Goa, Daman, and Sikkim only. The document, which regulates the general gambling terms, is the Public Gambling Act of 1867. Yet, Sikkim planned to offer 3 gambling licences, though that hasn't been done yet. And the Indian government announced plans of updating the Act in 2022.

			As for online gambling, federal laws don't prohibit it, though some states have corresponding laws (in January 2020, the states of Andhra Pradesh and Telangana banned all online gambling for Indians). Indian casinos are not allowed to promote their online gambling services, but that's not true for non-Indian (offshore) online casinos. The only requirement is that the operators must provide players with an opportunity to pay with Indian rupees.


			Future of Indian online gambling

			The laws in some Indian states are controversial for now as they are regulated with an old document (dated 1867) that needs to be updated to reflect the modern state of things. And the government is looking forward to doing this in 2022. Statistically, in 2021, the online gambling industry in India was valued at around 79 billion Indian rupees. And by 2024, this amount is estimated to be over 150 billion Indian rupees. Currently, some Indian states look to liberalise online casinos to some extent, while other states are putting the screws on this niche.

		

	
	
	
		
			About and contact

		

		
			Brad Isaac: founder, chief editor, writing contributor

			Richard Binns: writing contributor

			Andrew Russell: writing contributor

			

			Feel free to contact us anytime at [email protected]
230, Eucharistic Congress Road, Mosta, Malta
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